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The mysterious seal of Alexios Komnenos from Tamatarcha

This research concerns the unique seal of a Byzantine aristocrat named Alexios Komnenos found in Tamatarcha (modern Taman’), which has only one parallel from Trebizond. The authors explain the meaning of images on the seal (the resurrection on its obverse and St George leading a warrior by the hand on its reverse) as an ideological program of the restoration of Byzantine power over Jerusalem. The warrior representing Alexios Komnenos is identified not as Alexios I Great Komnenos of Trebizond (as usual), but as Alexios, son of the Emperor John II Komnenos, and the seal is re-dated from 13th to 12th century. Its find on the Taman’ peninsula corresponds with Byzantine political activity in this region.
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Byzantine molybdoboulla found in the territory of mediaeval Tamatarcha (Old-Russian Tmutorokan, Taman’ city-site) have become an objective reality in recent years, when their number put this Greek city in third place in the northern Black Sea area after Cherson and Sougdaia. Only nine seals were known at the beginning of the twenty-first century (seven of them originated from Nikolai Likhachev’s collection), and four of them were published in 1930 and 1991. In recent years, more lead seals from Taman’ were issued by Elena Stepanova (from the State Hermitage Museum collection), Konstantin Smychkov (from his private collection), and Victor Chkhaidze (excavated at Taman’ and from private collections).

The number of seals has reached 96. Most of the Tamatarcha seals belonged to imperial civil officers, administrators, church hierarchs, and private persons, indicating the town’s role as a trade, military-administrative, and ecclesiastical centre on the frontier between the Greek and barbarian worlds.

In this work the speech about the unique lead seal probably coming from Taman will go.

Diameter of the seal is 39 mm, and it weighs 44.85 g; this molybdoboullon is known only from photographs. The seal was sold May 18, 2011 at an auction of Classical Numismatic Group5; later it was auctioned by Freeman & Sear6. According to some reports, the seal was found on the Taman’ Peninsula (Krasnodar District, Russia): the authors received digital photos made before its cleaning and restoration. In this regard, one of the authors published the seal7, not knowing about the auctions.

Obv. Resurrection / Descent into Hell. In the center Christ, in a tunic and girded himation, barefoot, rises trampling broken V-shaped gates of Hell; the loops of the gates falldown. Christ carries in his left hand a six-pointed patriarchal cross and in the right hand holds a kneeling figure in a tunic (Adam), to which left stands a smaller figure in a dress with folded hands (Eve). On the right side near to a wall (representing the sarcophagus) are two figures in ceremonial clothes and crowns with pendants; the first holds his hands folded in prayer (kings David and Solomon). To the left over Christ’s halo and figures runs a five-row inscription: Ἡ ἁγία Ἀνάστασις.

Rev. Two figures. A full-length saint with a halo, beardless, in a warrior tunic, girded with a sword on the right side; the left arm is raised and holds an object (or is raised in some gesture), feet apart. In his right hand the saint holds the left elbow of the full-length man with a beard and mustache, dressed in a warrior tunic and high cone-shaped helmet with a spike and protection for
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the neck and the nape. In his right hand he holds on his shoulder a sword edge up; his feet point to the right. An inscription is between the figures: ΩΑΓΕΩΡΠΙΟΣ = Ω ὁ γιος Γεώργιος, another to the right of the warrior: ΑΛΕΞΙΟΣ = Άλεξιος ὁ Κομνηνός.

Only one similar molybdoboullon is known, however, stamped by another pair of matrices and much more elegant. It was found in 1963 on the Acropolis of Trebizond. Until 1972 it was owned by Aquila Millas, then kept in the collection of Zakos, and in October 1998 sold at Spink auction. At the moment it belongs to the collection of the Numismatic Museum in Athens. Its diameter is 39 mm, diameter of the mirror is 30 mm, it weighs 45.63 g, which corresponds exactly to our seal.

But there are also some differences. The figures on 2011 seal take much more space than on 1963 seal, so the composition seems to be tight: it has almost no free space. The carver could not even fit the whole image into the frame: the head of Eve extends beyond it. The figure of Christ is elongated vertically. Two figures on the reverse are closer together, to the left of the saint a lot of space remains. The gesture of the warrior holding his sword is completely unnatural, and the later is much smaller and thinner than on the 1963 seal. The proportions of the figures are distorted, the faces are puffy, with big noses, round eyes; the lines are sharp, rough, deep, which creates the impression of a more relief image. There are some differences in inscriptions’ composition.

Iconography. As noted by Kartsonis, the beginnings of the iconography of Resurrection / Descent into Hell with Christ, "dragging" Adam (the so called second type) remains unclear, but in 11th century it became the most popular variant of this scene, and its spread can be demonstrated by mosaics and frescoes of Katholikon of Hosios Loukas in Phocis, St. Sophia in Kiev, and Karabaş Kilise in Cappadocia. On the mosaic of Hosios Loukas (1020-1030s) Adam and Eve are located on the right (from the perspective of the viewer) of Christ, and the kings are on his left. However, on the fresco of St. Sophia (1030s; north arm of the cross) Adam and Eve are on the left of Christ, as on our seals. Examples of the later iconography such as the fresco of Karanlık Kilise in Göreme (Cappadocia, beginning of 12th century), the mosaic in Torcello (Italy, ca. 1130) as well as a fresco in Mirozh Monastery in Pskov (1130–1140s)
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11 Ibid. P. 213.
12 Ibid. P. 83.
belong to the next century. A fresco in Panagia Arakiotissa in Lagoudera (Cyprus, 1192) and a mosaic in St. Mark in Venice belong to the end of the 12th century.

A similar composition can be noted on a miniature in Gospel Vat. Urbin. gr. 2 (1122, f. 260), as well on several other miniatures, in particular, in the lectionary from Megiste Lawra on Mount Athos (11th c.), the Codex Ebnerianus from the Bodleian Library (UK) and Cod. Marc. gr. Z 540 (both from the beginning of 12th c.), and in a 12th century manuscript from Freer Gallery of Art in Washington. A tetraptychos epistyle in Sinai Monastery, where the Resurrection is represented in the same iconography is also dated to the 12th century.

From the works of applied art we note an enamel icon on Gospel cover in Siena (10–11th cc.) and a gold reliquary icon from the end of 12th century in the Moscow Kremlin Museums. There are additional figures of John the Baptist on the right, and Abel on the left, as well as Pala d’Oro in Venice of Constantinopolitan origin from the middle of 12th century and images on the gates of San Paolo fuori le mura in Rome (1070), of Trani Cathedral (end of 12th c.), and of Suzdal Cathedral (end of 12th–first third of 13th c.; Adam and Eve are to the right of Christ). A six-figure composition (with John the Baptist on the right) is presented by a steatite icon from the second half of 12th–beginning of 13th century in the Moscow Kremlin.

Among the simpler objects we note a bronze medal, published by Schlumberger, with a scene of the Crucifixion on the obverse and of the Resurrection on the reverse: the kneeling figures of Adam and Eve are represented on the right of Christ. On another lead medal Adam and Eve are on the left of Christ; on the reverse is an equilateral cross with divergent rounded ends. Also known is a lead pilgrim ampulla in Berlin with the Crucifixion and the Resurrection in a five-figure iconography similar to our seal, dated to 12th century. Another ampulla in
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19 Kartsonis A. Anastasis… Pl. 80.
20 Furlan I. Codici Greci illustrati della biblioteca Marciana, II. Milano, 1979. Fig. 7.11.
27 Fort he photo see: http://www.pravoslavie.ru/gallery/image82_16381.htm.
30 Ibid. P. 30. № 10.
Cleveland from the same time bears on its reverse an image of the Holy Sepulcher. 32

Religious function 33 may have lead bulls with the Resurrection on its obverse and St. Theodore 34, an unknown saint warrior 35, an full-length unknown saint (apostle ?) with a book 36, a full-length saint 37, or a bust of unknown saints 38 on its reverse. The artifacts with the Resurrection on their obverse and the Assumption 39 or the Crucifixion 40 on their reverse have an explicit pilgrim-memorial character. Let us indicate also a missed bull from Notre-Dame de France in Jerusalem with the Resurrection (the number of figures is unclear) and an inscription "Holy Resurrection" on its reverse. 41

Five-figure iconography of Resurrection with Christ, "drawing" Adam, occurs in a number of Byzantine seals from 11–12th centuries. 42 Among the few private seals are those of Romanos

32 Pitarakis B. Lead Flasks and Pilgrimages after the Crusades // Prof. Dr. İşin Demirkent Anısına. In Memory of Prof. Dr. İşin Demirkent. İstanbul. 2008. P. 396-397. Fig. 1; Idem. New Evidence on Lead Flasks and Devotional Patterns // Crusader Jerusalem to Byzantium, Byzantine Religious Culture. Studies in Honor of Alice-Mary Talbot (The Medieval Mediterranean. Peoples, Economies And Cultures, 400–1453. Vol. 21). Leiden, 2011. P. 241, 244, 261. Fig. 3.
42 Comp.: Cotsonis J. Narrative Scenes… P. 65.
(11–12th cc.)\textsuperscript{43}, John Arbatinos (12th c.)\textsuperscript{44}, Ioannes Kamateros (12th c.)\textsuperscript{45} and a seal with a damaged inscription.\textsuperscript{46} A three-figure Resurrection, where Adam and Eve are on either side of Christ, is also known on a seal of patrikios Georgios.\textsuperscript{47}

Basicallly the iconography of Resurrection is linked with Jerusalem. So, this scene is placed on the seals of the Orthodox Patriarchs of Jerusalem\textsuperscript{48}: Euthymios (Grumel: after 1083; Gill: 1096–15 July 1099)\textsuperscript{49}, Simeon II\textsuperscript{50} (Grumel: 1092–1099; Gill: 1084–1096) and John\textsuperscript{51} (according to the sequence of the patriarchs it would be John VIII, Grumel: ca. 1098–1106/1107). Another seal with the name of John, but with a completely different inscription bears a similar image of the Resurrection, but with only two figures: Jesus and Adam\textsuperscript{52}. Five-figure iconography of the Resurrection is known also on the molybdochoullon of the clergy of Holy Zion and of Holy Church (11-12th cc.), with different inscriptions on their reverse\textsuperscript{53}.

\textsuperscript{43} State Hermitage, M-10441: Шандровская В. С. Сфрагистика... C. 143. № 779; Idem. Византийские печати... C. 425. Илл. 11.


\textsuperscript{46} State Hermitage, M-4712: Панченко Б. А. Каталог молибдовулу (Отдельный оттиск из ИРАИК 1903, 1904, 1908 гг.). Софиа, 1908. С. 58-59. № 146 (150); Шандровская В. С. Византийские печати... C. 424. Илл. 9.

\textsuperscript{47} Laurent V. Sceaux byzantins // Échos d'Orient. 29. Paris, 1930. P. 330-332. № VIII.


\textsuperscript{51} 1), Archeological Museum, Istanbul, № 146 (139): Ebersolt J. Sceaux Byzantins du Musée de Constantinople // Revue Numismatique. Vol. XVIII. Paris, 1914. P. 389. № 460 (19th) (without image; attributed to John VII, 966–966); Ляхачев Н. П. Датированные печати Византии // Известия Российской Академии Истории материальной культуры. III, 12. 1924. С. 215 (without image; attribution repeated); Laurent V. Le Corpus. V,2... P. 393-394. № 1561 (without image; attribution repeated); Bulgarlu V. Bizans Kursun... P. 175. № 203 (attributed to John IX, ca. 1157 r.); Cheynet J.-C., Gökylidarim T., Bulgarlu V. Les sceaux... P. 537-538. № 6.14 (in the title an indication on John VII, but below attributed to John IX); 2), Collection H. Seyrig, № 678: Zacos G. Byzantine Lead Seals... P. 69. № 60 (attributed to John VII); Cheynet J.-C., Morrission C., Seibl W. Les sceaux... P. 173. № 252 (prefer an attribution to John IX).

\textsuperscript{52} Paris, Cabinet des Médailles, № 1182: Sclumberger G. Monuments byzantins inédits // Florilegium or recueil de travaux d'érudition dédiés à Monsieur le marquis Melchior de Vogüé à l'occasion du quatre-vingtième anniversaire de sa naissance. Paris, 1909. P. 567. № 17 (attributed to John IV, 964–966); Laurent V. Le Corpus. V,2... P. 397-398. № 1565 (attributed to John VIII).

However, this iconography has been used most actively by Latin Patriarchs of Jerusalem: Fulcher (1146–1157)\(^4\), Amaury de Nesle (1157–1180)\(^5\), Heraclius, (1180–1191)\(^6\), an anonymous monk (Haymarus (?), 1194–1202)\(^7\), Albert (1205–1214)\(^8\), and Giroldus (1225–1238).\(^9\)

Borg justified the opinion that these images on the seals refer to a lost mosaic of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem\(^6\), the existence of which is attested by John of Würzburg (ca. 1165) and Theodoricus (ca. 1172)\(^6\). It could be a reproduction in turn of a mosaic from the middle of 11\(^{th}\) century\(^6\) in the apse of Rotunda, which was demolished by the Crusaders for the construction of the tribunes\(^6\). A "reflection" of the Rotunda mosaic in painting is supposed in a miniature from Egerton Psalter 1139 in British Museum (the so-called "Psalter of Queen Melisende of Jerusalem", dated probably to 1130s)\(^6\). According to Kuehnel, thanks to the existence of this mosaic, the image of the Resurrection became very characteristic in Crusader iconography.\(^6\)

Representation of a holy warrior with a sword on his right shoulder is not uncommon in
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\(^1\) T. Tel Aviv, 1971. P. 57-58. № 3 (links to the same patriarch, to whom belonged the seal from Paris, Cabinet des Médailles, № 1182).

\(^2\) 1 exemplar: Schlumberger G., Chalandon F., Blanchet A. Sigillographie de l’Orient latin. Pairs, 1943. P. 75. № 8 bis; SPINK Auction 132... P. 20. № 144.


\(^4\) 1 exemplar: Schlumberger G., Chalandon F., Blanchet A. Sigillographie... P. 77-78. №№ 12, Tab. 19. 1)


\(^7\) 1 exemplar: Ibid. P. 79. № 17.


\(^11\) A History of the Crusades... P. 117-118.


Byzantine art. On an ivory triptych from State Hermitage (10th c.) we see one of the 40 Martyrs of Sebasteia with a sword on his right shoulder. A fresco from Çavuşin (Cappadocia, 963-969) shows these martyrs as the emperor’s guardians, also with swords on their right shoulders. On a Cappadocian fresco from Direkli Kilise in Ikhlara Valley (976–1025) St. Mercurios is represented in the same way.

St. Demetrius is on objects of 11th century in the same pose: on a steatite icon from the Louvre and on a relief Deesis in Mayer van den Bergh Museum (Antwerp) with Sts. Nestor, Demetrius and Procopius. There are other examples of such images of holy warriors on Byzantine icons, mural paintings and glyptics.

Gunaridis finds a prototype for the image of a holy warrior with a sword on his shoulder in the second half of 11th century on the seals of John, nobelissimos, provostewiarios and the great domestikos of Scholae of the East (his identity is debatable), where Archangel Michael is represented with a sword on his shoulder and a scabbard in the other hand; on one seal he stands on the right of St. Demetrius. However, as noted by the authors of the Catalogue of seals of Dumbarton Oaks, the image of the Archangel is close to the portraits of Isaac I Comnenos (1057–1059) with a sword on his coins and fewer on his seals. According to Michael Attaliates and Skylitzes Continuatus, the contemporaries claimed that Isaac by using such an image he alludes to the fact that he received the power not from God, but by his sword.

On the other hand, as Bank thought, Archangel Michael with a sword on his shoulder was firstly placed on the seals by Nicephorus Botaniates. According to Kotsonis, from 122 seals

---


68 Ibid. Fig. 36


72 Печать Д.О. 58.106.3248: Laurent V. Le Corpus. II… P. 504. № 937; Neshitt J., Oikonomides N. Catalogue… P. 174-175. № 99.7.

73 Ibid.


with the image of Archangel Michael, dated to 11–12th centuries, only 9 represent him in a military vestment. Here, among other things, we could note new seals of Michael, the archon and doukas of Tamatarcha, where the Archangel is depicted with great skill.

However, with a sword on his right shoulder and a sheath in his left hand Archangel Michael was depicted appearing to Joshua before the capture of Jericho. The earliest examples date to the 10–11th centuries: the “Joshua scroll” (10th c.), the Cross of St. Michael (11–12th cc.), bronze doors from San-Michele on Monte Gargano (Apulia, 1076) and a fresco from St. George on Chalki (11–12th cc.). This iconography is also well known later.

In the same way Archangel Michael was represented on cameos: on one artifact of 10–11th centuries and on the monuments of 13–15th centuries. On 14 cameos representing Archangel Michael, known to Wenzel, his images repeat the same iconography of a holy warrior.

Thus, the image of the holy warrior with a sword on his right shoulder (and sometimes with a scabbard in his left hand) appears in Byzantine art in the 10th century. More often it is associated with Archangel Michael. In the mid-11th century this iconography was used in his images by Isaac I of Comnenos, and from this time it began to be used on seals.

We can suppose that Alexius Comnenos ordering his image in a form associated with the Archangel Michael provoked an association of him as military commander with Archangel Michael, the head of the heavenly armies. On the other hand, one can also see here the connection with the Palestinian theme, as in the case of Resurrection (see above): it could presume the Archangel’s assistance to Joshua in the capture of Jericho, which is located in the vicinity of Jerusalem.

Gunaridis tried to justify the idea that the image of a warrior next to a saint symbolizes the owner's claim to the imperial throne, citing examples of two seals. The first represents John, the


Лазарев В. И. История византийского искусства. Москва, 1986. Табл. 98.


Ibid. С. 26. № 13.

Ibid. С. 17. № 27.

Watch: Idem. Циклус архаїкела у византийської уметності. Београд, 1991. С. 73-82; Idem. Византийські… С. 68. № 73; С. 70. № 76; С. 74. № 81; С. 86. № 92; С. 96. № 106.

Банк А. В. Приславдное искусство… Рис. 116; Parani M. G. Reconstructing… Р. 154. Pl. 165.

Византийские древности… С. 234-235. № 40; С. 244-245. № 45.

son of Alexios I Komnenos and of Augusta Irene, in imperial vestments next to a holy warrior (1092–1093). On the other seal John Doukas Angelos (1237-1244), dressed in a royal vestment, is represented next to St. Demetrius, who is putting his hands on his shoulders against a background of the city wall of Thessaloniki.

The exact purpose of quite numerous finds with the image of John Komnenos next to a holy warrior is not clear: Laurent considered them imperial tokens, Grierson as lead coins issued in 1092, while, according to his observation, St. Demetrius has replaced on the emission of Thessaloniki the image of Christ, which is represented on Constantinopolitan coinage. One can only agree with the assumption that they manifest the status of the heir to the throne.

Meanwhile, the iconography of a saint conducting a living man by the hand is extremely rare. In Byzantine painting the earliest example of this kind occurs, as far as we know, on a miniature in a manuscript from St.-Petersburg (RNB gr. 291), which is part of the Gospel Sinai. gr. 172, written in 1067. A two-foil miniature represents on the left Theodorus Gavras (later doukas of Chaldia), blessed by Christ, and on the right his first wife Irene, who the Virgin leads by the hand to Christ. Slightly less than one and half centuries separates this miniature from a fresco in Studenica monastery (1208–1209, repainted in 1568), representing the Mother of God, who leads Simeon Nemanja to Christ on a throne. The church in Mileševo (shortly before 1228), which represents Stefan Vladislav. Very close to the latter is the composition of a miniature from Gospel Iviron 5 (here, however, between the Virgin and Christ stands St. John Chrysostom), which has a controversial dating – from 1230–1240's until the last third of the 13th century. A fresco in Porta Panagia in Thessaly (about 1289) represents a monk (possibly sebastokrator John Komnenos Angelos Doukas), who is led by an angel to the Virgin.
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89 Zacos G., Vegley A. Byzantine Lead Seals... P. 105-106. № 115.
94 Ibid. Abb. 83.
95 Spatharakis I. The Portrait... P. 84-87. III. 53-54.
We can note also two similar frescoes. The first is in the church of Panagia Forbiotissa in Asinou (Cyprus, 1105-1106), where the Virgin introduces to Christ ktetor Nicephorus, however, she does not lead him by the hand, but keeps her left hand on the model of the church in his hands. On the mural in Dečani, St. George introduces kneeling George Ostrousha Pechpal to Christ, placing his hand on his shoulder.

We known also anonymous stamenoi probably minted in Thessalonica, where on one side is represented a double-headed eagle or St. Demetrius and on the other Christ, leading an Emperor by the hand. These coins are dated to 14th century.

However, already in 12th century emperors have minted coins with double images, where the emperor is standing on the left and on the right are represented Christ, the Virgin or a saint, in some cases, crowning the emperor, and in other cases both figures hold a cross with a flag staff. On the coins of John II, St. George in a military vestment stands to the right of the emperor. The coinage of Manuel I represents the emperor and St. Theodore holding a labarum by the staff. On another coin Manuel and the Virgin hold a cross, almost touching each others’ hands. On the coins of Isaac II, the emperor and Archangel Michael also hold a cross. On coins of Alexios III the emperor holds a cross together with St. Constantine in a ceremonial vestment.

St. George, represented on the reverse of our molybdoboullon was the most popular saint on the seals of Komnenoi from the beginning of the dynasty. At the same time he was placed on the coins of John II Komnenos.

Summarizing, we can assume that the image of the Resurrection / Descent into Hell, in addition to references to Jerusalem, apparently plays also another, symbolic role. On the significance of this triumphal scene, for example, Grabar, drawing analogies between the iconography of the Resurrection and the late Roman idea of an emperor-restorer, says it represents the liberator of the people from the power of a tyrant.

On the other hand, the iconography of the reverse is so unique for seals, which, in combination with the Resurrection on the obverse, force us to see in the seal of Alexios a complicated ideological program. One can agree with the hypothesis that being led by St. George indicates his status of heir of the throne. Further, the representation of Alexios as Archangel
Michael may indicate his high rank in the military hierarchy and the exclusivity of the military tasks facing the commander.

*Dating and attribution.* Publishers of the Spink auction catalog date the seal to 12th century and think that the identification of its owner is impossible, since the name Alexios was very popular in the family Komnenoi (Varzos book indicates more than two dozen Komnenoi with this name).106

However in 1998 the owner of 1963 seal was identified by Karpov as Alexios I Great Komnenos, first emperor of Trebizond (1204-1224).107 This hypothesis has been developed by Gunaridis.108 The later believes that the image of the warrior near to the saint symbolizes owner's claim to imperial throne. Gunaridis considers that among Komnenoi were two such pretenders with the name Alexios: the founder of Constantinopolitan dynasty and the founder of Trebizond Empire. Dismissing the first possibility Gunaridis finds a prototype for the image of the warrior with a sword on his shoulder on a seal – from the second half of 11th century – of John, nobelissimos, protovestiarios and great domestikos of scholae of the East. In addition, according to the researcher, this molybdoboullon of Alexios could have had an impact on the composition of the seal with the image of the Virgin Θεοσκέπαστος, which bears on its reverse an image of St. George and St. Theodore, while George holds in his right hand a naked sword on the shoulder and a scabbard in his left hand.109 Following the inscription this seal was associated with the monastery of Trebizond, and, as Gunaridis suggests, the seal of the founder of Trebizond Empire was taken here as a model.

In the images on the Alexios seal Gunaridis sees a certain ideological program: Saint George (one of three holy warriors represented on Komnenoi seals) emphasizes the role of the owner as a military commander, while the Resurrection reflects the idea of salvation and political resurrection of Byzantine Empire.

This hypothesis was further supported and reinforced by additional considerations. Cheynet also sees in the image of the Resurrection a hint of a "resurrection" of Byzantine Empire.110 Karpov connects this image with the capture of Trebizond by Alexios and with his becoming emperor in April 1204: Easter, the feast of Resurrection, was on April 25 this year, while the feast of St. George was on April 23.111

---

106 *SPINK Auction 127*... P. 48-49. № 93.
108 Γουναρίδης Π. Ένα μολυβδόβουλλο... Σ. 248-258. Екз. 1.
109 *Laurent V.* Le Corpus. V.2... Р. 212-213. № 1295; other example and bibliography see in: Лихачев Н. П. Моливдовулы греческого Востока... С. 95. № 10. Таб. LXII.
110 Cheynet J.-C. L'iconographie... P. 64. Fig. 7. № 3.
The attribution of this molybdoboullon to Alexeios I Great Komnenos allows us to date it only to the time immediately after the occupation of Trabzon. Otherwise it is inexplicable that there are no titles (cf. the seals, attributed to his brother David, where the latter is called "king's grandson" on one and "porphyrogennitos" on the other) and the addition of "Great" to the family name, which was noted already in a remark in the Psalter Vatopedi 760 about the death of David on December 13 of the year 6721 (1212). But by such a dating it is difficult to see in the bearded warrior the young Alexios, who was 22 years old at the capture of Trabzon.

The attribution of Alexios Komnenos seal to the founder of Trebizond Empire seems to be a "vicious circle" : if the owner of the seal was Alexios I of Trebizond, then the images represent a "revival of the Empire", and if we could speak here about σομε symbolism of the "restoring of the Empire", it means that the owner of this seal is Alexios I of Trebizond. At the same time the capture of Trabzon could be hardly considered as a "revival of the Empire". In addition, the researchers did not explain the reasons, while the scene of the Resurrection in the Byzantine sphragistics is predominantly associated with Jerusalem.

As the Karpov points out, citing Byzantine historiographical tradition, "the transfer of power to Komenoi on Pontus took place peacefully." He also points out the very modest size of the army which took Trebizond. According to Georgian historian Basil Esozmodzgvari, a "small army" sent by the Georgian Queen Tamar played a major role in this event. Against this background the seal’s emphasis on military issues looks overstated.

Alexios himself, as indicated by Karpov, did not leave the city and its suburbs after this, and did not participate in the military enterprises of his brother David towards Nicaea and Constantinople. Thus, also here the emphasis of military aspects of Alexios’ activities and his hypothetical claim to Constantinopolitan throne are not backed by his actions.

Finally, the link of the feast of Resurrection and of St. George, when Alexios allegedly took Trebizond, remains a guess. We know only that he entered the city in April, nothing more.

We have already noted that according to Gunaridis, the molybdoboullon of Alexios Komnenos had an impact on the iconography of seals in 13–14th centuries, which were connected with the monastery of Panagia Theoskepastos in Trebizond. These seals have the image of St. George and St. Theodore, while St. George has on his shoulder the blade of a naked

---
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sword held in his right hand and a scabbard held in his left hand. In this regard, let us call attention to a cameo of late 11th–early 12th centuries from the Cabinet des médailles (Paris), which has images of St. George with a spear in his right hand and on the left side of St. Demetrius with a sword on the shoulder. Thus, if the image of two saints on the seals with VirginΘεοσκέπαστος imitates the seal of Alexios Komnenos, then only in the most general features, as an idea, and it can have other prototypes, for example, in the Byzantine glyptics. Furthermore, the attribution of these seals to Trebizond can not be considered as proven, as indicated by Laurent.

Thus, the hypothetical attribution of the Trebizondian seal to Alexios I Great Komnenos evokes a number of questions. However, another proposal for its attribution is possible. The owner of the seal can be Alexios Komnenos (born in 1106 — co-emperor from – 1122 – died in 1142), the son and co-ruler of emperor John II (1118–1143). Firstly, Alexios was supposed to inherit the throne, and Gunaridis’ hypothesis about the meaning of warrior’s image next to the holy warrior is suitable also in this case. Secondly, the declaration of co-regentship of John, his father, as mentioned above, was noted by the release of coins or tokens, where next to the heir a holy warrior is represented. Thirdly, the iconography of a warrior with a naked sword on his right shoulder was introduced into coinage by Isaac Komnenos, whose grandnephew was John II.

Now let us turn our attention to another circumstance. St. George was placed on the coins of John II next to the emperor, symbolizing his military concerns. We can assume that the image of St. George on the seal also refers to John II. Then the meaning of the composition is as follows: St. George (figuratively – the emperor) leads his co-ruler and heir Alexios, who is represented as Archangel Michael. Leads him where? It could explain the image on the reverse.

Let us remember that in Gospel Vat. Urbin. gr. 2, where the coronation of John II and Alexios by Christ is represented (f. 19), there is another miniature depicting the Resurrection / Descent into Hell (f. 260) with an iconography similar to our seals. Meanwhile the meaning of this scene on the seal can be directly connected with Jerusalem and those plans on this score of Alexios’ father John.
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Alexios himself died during the campaign of John to Antioch, the consequence of which, according to John Kinnamos, was the transfer of Cilicia, Antioch, Cyprus and Attalia into possession of another of the emperor's sons Manuel. According to other testimony, a later one and of unknown origin, Alexios had become emperor in Rome, Andronicus the ruler of Jerusalem, and Isaac with Manuel had to reign in Constantinople: Schreiner and Lilie doubt that John's plans are presented here correctly. However, after Alexios’ death John still attempted to obtain from Fulk, the king of Jerusalem, permission to enter Jerusalem with armed forces, which, as noted by Lilie, would make him recognize Byzantine suzerainty. Thus, the plans of John, apparently, included an attempt to establish his authority over the Crusaders in Jerusalem. In these circumstances it becomes clear that the appearance on his heir’s seal of an "emblem" of this city in combination with the military theme repeatedly reinforced and with another possibly Palestinian reference: the appearance of Archangel Michael to Joshua.

**Historical context.** We do not know that the influence of the emperors of Trebizond extended beyond the Crimean coast or on the Asian shore of Bosphorus. It seems that in this they did not follow the policies of their predecessors in Constantinople, by whom a northeast vector was clearly important, though not paramount.

On the contrary, Manuel Stravoromanos speaks about improving Alexios I Komnenos’ authority on the shores of the Cimmerian Bosphorus. From a letter of Theophylact of Ohrid in summer 1103, we know that the doukas of Trebizond Gregory Taronites had repulsed an attack of the Melitenian Sultan Danishmend, who was collecting tribute from "the Greek cities around Pontos between the river Tanais and the lake Meotis." Half a century later caviar and salted fish was brought to Constantinople from exactly these places.

Perhaps evidence of the creation in the late 11th century of a major administrative-territorial unit, which included a part of the Crimea, Matracha and Zikhia, are the seals of archon Michael.
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(7 seals originating from Kerch, Sudak and possibly Constantinople are known\textsuperscript{129}); on two seals from the Sheremetiev Museum in Kiev he is named "archon and doukas of Matracha and all the Khazars",\textsuperscript{130} which may indicate a certain stage in the formation of a new administration in the region. Michael usually, but with insufficient arguments, was identified with Russian prince Oleg Svyatoslavich.\textsuperscript{131} Judging by the discovery of a 11–12\textsuperscript{th} century seal of sebastos Michael Doukas (ca. 1061-1108/18)\textsuperscript{132}, an interest in Zikhia also showed some higher representatives of the Byzantine State.

Nicephorus Vasilaki in an invective against his opponent Bagoas in mid 12\textsuperscript{th} century writes that the father of the latter has recently visited the "barbarians of Bosporus" near "wet Maeotis".\textsuperscript{133} John Tsetses, an author of the same period, in his "Iambic verses" mentions "the land of Matrachoi".\textsuperscript{134}

Rhetor Michael in his speech to Manuel Komnenos in 1153 argues that the troops of the emperor could appear to "the north of Maeotis lake".\textsuperscript{135} In conciliar decree of 1166 emperor Manuel was called, among other names, "of Zikhia".\textsuperscript{136} In a chrysoboulos to the Genoese from October 1169 Manuel allowed them to trade throughout the Empire, except "Russia and Matracha"\textsuperscript{137} ; in April 1192 this grant was confirmed by Isaac Angelos.\textsuperscript{138} Publication of these acts was preceded by visits to Constantinople of the hierarchy of Matracha, which is noted in the councils on March 10, 1169\textsuperscript{139} and in September 1191.\textsuperscript{140} Konstantinos Pegasites, an addressse
of Michael Choniates, before 1182 collected the taxes "close to the Hyperboreans", "on the other side of the strait," and often "visited klimata of Pontos," that is, according to the hypothesis of Kazhdan, carried out his activities on the Asian Bosporos.\footnote{141 Michaelis Choniatae Epistulae. Recensuit F. Kolovou (CFHB XLI). Berolini et Novi Eboraci, 2001. P. 5-6. № 3; Kazhdan A. Some Little-Known… P. 348-353.}

In our opinion, the seal from Taman’ is an imitation of the Byzantine seal of Alexios Komnenos, still known in a single copy (from Trebizond). These seals are so different in the technique and artistic skill of carvers, that there is no possibility that their owner could be one and the same person.

The owner of the seal from Trebizond was identified by Karpov and Gunaridis as Alexios I Great Komnenos, the founder of Trebizond Empire, and this attribution has been accepted by many experts in Byzantine sphragistics. Despite a certain opinio communis developed on this issue in the scientific community, their arguments seem to be insufficient, as they are based largely on unproven judgments.

We identify the owner of the seal from Trebizond with Alexios Komnenos, co-regent with his father John II: this possibility was not considered by Gunaridis among those Alexioi from Komnenoi family, who aspired to the Byzantine throne. Moreover, as we have tried to show above, the iconography of the images (both the Resurrection / Descent into Hell and a warrior with a sword on his shoulder) tends more towards the end of 11–12th century than to the later times.

As an explanation of the underlying ideological reason for putting the scene of the Resurrection / Descent into Hell we suggest that it was supposed to reflect the plans of John II Komnenos to establish the Byzantine suzerainty over Jerusalem, in what was, apparently, for the active participation of his eldest son and co-ruler.

Such an attribution correlates well with the character of this iconography, which is linked, on one hand, with Jerusalem and, on the other hand, has triumphant nature. Moreover, it is possible to propose a very close analogy to it in Gospel Vat. Urbin. gr. 2, the creation of which was provoked by the coronation of Alexios.

The appearance of the seal of Alexios Komnenos, son of John, in the Northern Black Sea corresponds to the image of the Byzantine policy in this region in the first half of 12th century. At this time, Byzantium had stable interests in the areas of Matracha, Maeotis and Tanais defending them through military force, civil administration and the ecclesiastical clergy.
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